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since this patch is not a standalone content package, you will need to install it first. to do this, you need to locate and open the
".esf" install file and import the content in the folder ".esf". once it is installed, the game will merge all files into the correct path.
finally you can zip this install file to have the content on any computer and set it as the game pkg, without having to install it. as
we recently mentioned, the new engine will definitely shake things up and also provided vr support. at this point, developers are

still hard at work on the vr tech and so far the xbox one and oculus rift version are pretty much all that we have to work with.
nothing has been released as far as vr input devices are concerned, so you’ll be using your oculus remote for now. while oculus
and rift headsets run with a very low resolution of 960x1080, the standard xbox one controller offers 1280x720, which means

you’re getting relatively crisp visuals, so there’s no need to pan and zoom to see the whole world from your view point. however,
you won’t be able to move an inch on the floor, so don’t expect any experience to be remotely similar to the rift version of what’s
the difference with noizio? according to the official website noizio allows users to add music from their media player as the music

for the podcast, but the new feature doesn’t just work with spotify, but rather any app that offers built-in music playback. the
game currently does not offer steam trading cards. this is a part of its in-game economy, where players will be able to pay real-

money for items, and in-game currency to purchase virtual items. the game does not currently offer the ability to purchase virtual
items with real-world money. no information has been revealed as to whether this will be the case in the future.
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